Hello my darlings.
Greetings from a tiramisu queen from Roma....
Well what can I say. So divine to be In Italia. As I’m writing this a classical concert is playing in the church. So
beautiful... life is returning to ‘normal’, life can be normal... and so it is... without the illusion of fear all is
possible...
So I have an idea that will come to fruition.... 8th to the 14th October I WILL hold my annual Italia retreat
here : ) ..... in person.Yes I said in person. So it’s not about life it’s about the courage you bring to it....
indeed..... who is up for feeling free, rested, connected and in pure joy and don’t forget the friskiness....
The retreat starts 8th to 14th October. It is for beginners and beyond. It is all levels. We will be journeying
together. Conquering the challenges we face at this time... whether that be.... anxiety and depression.... fear...
loneliness restlessness.... lack of faith joy and freedom. We will be tackling each of these, releasing stress and
awakening to a new vitality ease and flow with fun along the way. Consider it a recharge retreat, a system
reset to connect with other Amazing souls.... laugh cuddle hold hands share if you want and listen if you
don’t.... eat yummy food. Dare I say tiramisu? Yes I said it, let’s release the last few months and grow and
glow from the inside out.
We will have a class in the morning and in the afternoon. During that time you will have 6 hours of YOU
time - massage, walks, naps, tea on the terrace with the girls or journeying to the beautiful local historical
towns to shop and explore. This is ultimately your time to feel a sense of freedom to do, be, feel whatever
you want... and if you don’t want to make it to class then feel free to follow your bliss at the magical hamlet.
This is a woman only retreat. Bring your sisters.Your daughters, your friends. We will bask in magic.
This is a very healing magical place. Peaceful in the mountains. Fresh air, swimming pool to cool off with the
birds tweeting away. Classical concerts, beautiful foods. Sweet serenity. It is a UNESCO world heritage site
with a great history. It’s happy and of light and miracles occur here..... and don’t forget the beaut food.
Tiramisu is calling.Yay.
And one day we will day trip to Assisi. A sacred beautiful town steeped in so much history. Coffee, tiramisu
and those good ole souvenir shops hehe. It would be rude not to right? When in Rome? Even though we
aren’t in Rome . I highly suggest incorporating a day in Rome either side of your trip. A train ride away
direct.
If you would love to join us we commence the 8th to the 14th October.... the price for the 6 days of yoga
breath and mediation kundalini style is... £990.
The accommodation price is 130 euros per night in a double deluxe room including breakfast, lunch and
dinner. Water, tea and coffee. This is booked separately with the hotel and a small deposit will be taken and a
full refund will be given in circumstances of a lockdown and quarantine imposed.

Flights are possible to Rome with Alitalia British Airways and Alitalia from LHR. The car journey is 2 hours
20 to Rome which the hotel can provide for you or you can take the train. 1hr 20 mins to Spoleto and then
a car journey 30 mins to the castle. Hotel can arrange your pick up.....once your reservation is booked. They
will assist you...
I would advise you to arrive afternoon of the 8th and we begin 9th. Last yoga session Wednesday and leave
on the Wednesday afternoon. And maybe head to Roma and leave on the Friday.
The only thing you will notice is the staff wear masks. That is it. As a guest you do not have to. Masks are
requested at the airports and on flights. And you will be subjected to a temperature check in Italy and that
is the ONLY anomaly on your travels. Italy on trains you have to wear masks and when you walk into a
restaurant once sat down you do not and only walking to the bathroom. On the transport, you will not be
required to wear a mask en route to the castle only if you prefer of course. At the castle you will not have
to wear Masks.
You can reserve your spot by PayPal for the tuition. This includes 6 hours of tuition
a day plus a private session with me included. If there is a lockdown preventing travel by the government all
your retreat monies will be returned. This is the only stipulation and if quarantine is applied to Italy and this
causes you a problem all retreat monies will be returned to you. Once you've reserved your place you will
be sent a contact number to reserve your room.
As for the hotel. They will take a small deposit for accommodation in only those two eventualities. Other
personal circumstances a refund will not be possible.
If you can’t make Italia.You can also join by zoom and if not you will be able to purchase the recording of
the whole retreat. Any questions please write to us.
I am offering this from my heart. So many of you reached out and asked me to do a retreat so I am doing it
for YOU. I feel we are all I need of retreating a break. Some time out and to feel energised and refreshed.
More importantly to be with other lovely wonderful women. The focus. Joy, laughter, vitality, peace, rest,
rejuvenate before the fall ensues.
Just to let you know if anyone would like a payment plan please reach out to me by email. I’m happy to offer.
This retreat is perfect for beginners, you need not have ever practised and you do not need to have seen a
gym in months. Please reach out and we talk out any questions you have much love
Love and blessings.
Dawn

"Be the lighthouse and all things will come to you" ~ Yogi Bhajan

